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Spletno mesto uporablja nujne piškotke, potrebne za delovanje spletne strani, poleg tega uporablja tudi piškotke potrebne za delovanje vtičnika za dostopnost, ter vtičnika za prikazovanje video posnetkov in vtičnika za analitiko obiskov. Z uporabo strani soglašate z uporabo piškotkov.
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                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	ASP.NET_SessionId	session	Issued by Microsoft's ASP.NET Application, this cookie stores session data during a user's website visit.
	AWSALBCORS	7 days	This cookie is managed by Amazon Web Services and is used for load balancing.
	AWSELB	session	Associated with Amazon Web Services and created by Elastic Load Balancing, AWSELB cookie is used to manage sticky sessions across production servers.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Analytics" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	1 year	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Necessary" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to store the user consent for cookies in the category "Others".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to store the user consent for cookies in the category "Performance".
	JSESSIONID	session	The JSESSIONID cookie is used by New Relic to store a session identifier so that New Relic can monitor session counts for an application.
	viewed_cookie_policy	1 year	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin to store whether or not the user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	XSRF-TOKEN	6 hours	This cookie is set by Wix and is used for security purposes.
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                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__cf_bm	30 minutes	This cookie, set by Cloudflare, is used to support Cloudflare Bot Management.
	locale	1 month	Facebook sets this cookie to enhance the user's browsing experience on the website, and to provide the user with relevant advertising while using Facebook’s social media platforms.
	S	1 hour	Used by Yahoo to provide ads, content or analytics.
	TawkConnectionTime	session	Tawk.to, a live chat functionality, sets this cookie. For improved service, this cookie helps remember users so that previous chats can be linked together.
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                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ym_visorc	30 minutes	Yandex sets this cookie to allow the site's Session Replay to function correctly.
	AWSALB	7 days	AWSALB is an application load balancer cookie set by Amazon Web Services to map the session to the target.
	idrxvr	1 year 1 month	This cookie is used for analyzing the traffic. The cookie collect information on the user activity and identify the issues for improving the service.
	ymex	1 year	Yandex sets this cookie to collect information about the user behaviour on the website. This information is used for website analysis and for website optimisation.
	yuidss	1 year	Yandex stores this cookie in the user's browser in order to recognize the visitor.
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                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gat_gtag_UA_29568944_1	1 minute	Set by Google to distinguish users.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	_ym_d	1 year	Yandex sets this cookie to store the date of the users first site session.
	_ym_isad	20 hours	Yandex sets this cookie to determine if a visitor has ad blockers.
	_ym_uid	1 year	Yandex sets this cookie to identify site users.
	atid	1 year 1 month	This cookie is set by the provider AT Internet. This cookie is used for storing the visitor ID which helps in identifying the user. This cookies are used for web traffic measurement.
	atidx	1 year 1 month	This cookie is set by the provider AT Internet. This cookie is used for storing the visitor ID which helps in identifying the user. This cookies are used for web traffic measurement.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	sid	session	The sid cookie contains digitally signed and encrypted records of a user’s Google account ID and most recent sign-in time.
	vuid	2 years	Vimeo installs this cookie to collect tracking information by setting a unique ID to embed videos to the website.
	yabs-sid	session	Yandex sets this cookie to store the session ID.
	yandexuid	1 year	Yandex sets this cookie to identify site users.
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                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	i	10 years	This cookie is set by OpenX to record anonymized user data, such as IP address, geographical location, websites visited, ads clicked by the user etc., for relevant advertising.
	id	session	Set by Google DoubleClick, this cookie is used to create user profiles to display relevant ads.
	NID	6 months	NID cookie, set by Google, is used for advertising purposes; to limit the number of times the user sees an ad, to mute unwanted ads, and to measure the effectiveness of ads.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
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                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	aff	1 month	No description available.
	ClientId	1 year	No description available.
	COMPASS	1 hour	No description
	debug	never	No description available.
	DotMetrics.DeviceKey	1 year	This cookie is set by the provider Dotmetrics.net. This cookie is used for implementation of the technical part of the MOSS measurement.
	DotMetrics.UniqueUserIdentityCookie	1 year	This cookie is set by the provider Dotmetrics.net. This cookie is used for implementation of the technical part of the MOSS measurement.
	FirstTimeReferer	1 year 8 months 7 days	No description
	HostSwitchPrg	past	No description
	lb_zemljevid_najdi_si	10 minutes	No description
	metrika_enabled	session	No description available.
	OIDC	6 months 1 day	No description available.
	OptInPrg	past	No description
	ref	session	No description available.
	rl_anonymous_id	never	No description available.
	rl_user_id	never	No description available.
	RoutingKeyCookie	past	No description
	session_hihaho	6 hours	No description
	site	session	No description
	twk_idm_key	session	No description
	ww_d	50 years	No description available.
	ww_p	50 years	No description available.
	ww_s	30 minutes	No description available.
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